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 Carbon Dots (CDs) were synthesized using laser ablation by focusing the laser 
beam on carbon (Tea) material in colloid (CH3) for 3 hours. UV-Vis 

spectroscopic and fluorometric characterization showed absorption of the 

wavelength peaks caused by the control treatment and after laser ablation and 

coating using Poly Ethylene Glycol (PEG400). The excitation and emission 
energies are formulations of CDs absorbance wavelength and fluorescence 

intensity. The absorbance coefficient is obtained based on the absorbance value 

of the cuvette thickness. The transmittance value (T) is obtained based on the 

absorption coefficient multiplied by 100%. CD fluorescence wavelength based 
on control parameters was 489 nm. After laser ablation was 496 nm, and after 

coating was 511 nm. CDs morphology and size characteristics are 4 nm to 10 

nm based on TEM measurements. Fluorescence analysis for bioimaging 

applications on the luminescence intensity value of internalized blue CDs in 
zebrafish eye organs. The average intensity of CDs in the eye organs, gill, 

intestinal, dorsal, and tail injection points was 88.15 %, 91.58 %, 92.76 %, and 

0.00 %. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Residing in the nanoscale realm, Carbon Dots (CDs) are celebrated for their robust 

photoluminescence, excellent biocompatibility, and minimal cellular toxicity, earmarking them as stellar 

candidates for bioimaging pursuits (Liang et al., 2020; Alkian et al., 2022; Dias et al., 2019; Emam et 

al., 2017; Li et al., 2020). These nanomaterials, typically under 10 nm in size, emit visible light upon 

absorbing radiant energy—a process ignited by electron excitation to higher energy states followed by 

photon emission as the electrons revert to their original state (Zhang et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2009). 

The intrinsic fluorescence of CDs, capable of being fine-tuned for various biological contexts, 

provides a versatile toolkit for the enhanced specificity and sensitivity required in diagnostic imaging 

(Phukan et al., 2022). This luminescence is pivotal in life sciences, aiding in the precise localization and 

quantification of biomolecules under the microscope, facilitating cellular analysis via flow-cytometry, 

http://jif.fmipa.unand.ac.id/
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and enabling the measurement of molecular interactions in microplate assays (Mizuno et al., 2021; 

Wilson & Baietto, 2009; Galbusera et al., 2020; Nozeret et al., 2019). 

Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy (CLSM) emerges as a pivotal instrument in bioimaging, 

assessing the fluorescence intensity of CDs across various wavelengths to unveil cellular uptake (He et 

al., 2018; Jiang et al., 2015). This sophisticated microscopy serves as a cornerstone for characterizing 

CDs' applications, propelling forward our comprehension of their interactions within biological systems 

(Kaczmarek et al., 2021). Notably, research by Kang and colleagues elucidated the distribution of CDs 

within zebrafish embryos, highlighting the versatility of these nanoparticles (Kang et al., 2015). In this 

nano realm, CDs, including Graphene Quantum Dots (GQDs) and Carbonized Polymer Dots (CPDs), 

boast distinct morphologies and structures, with diameters confined to the nanometer scale (Biswal & 

Bhatia, 2021; Kumar et al., 2020; Wu et al., 2021; R. Wang et al., 2021).  

Our research focuses on the dispersion patterns of fluorescent CDs within zebrafish's ocular 

systems, exploring various injection sites to discern distribution dynamics. Leveraging the precision of 

laser ablation—a process devoid of excess chemicals—this method employs a laser to meticulously craft 

micro-features from a target material (Jiang et al., 2022). Utilizing a 1064 nm Nd:YAG laser, we pursue 

the synthesis of CDs, delving into their optical characteristics, morphology, and size (Kaczmarek et al., 

2021; Reyes et al., 2016). We meticulously quantify the energy absorption of CDs pre and post laser 

ablation, and upon integration with PEG400, adopting ImageJ for fluorescence intensity analysis in 

zebrafish ocular regions (Aji et al., 2017; Putro et al., 2019; Gao et al., 2020). Employing the Corrected 

Total Cell Fluorescence (CTCF) technique, we assess the fluorescence density across multiple image 

slices acquired via CLSM (Jakic et al., 2017), thereby enhancing our understanding of CDs' potential in 

bioimaging. 

2. METHOD  

2.1 Materials and Methods of Synthesis 

The initial step involves manufacturing carbon materials by inserting up to 250 g (Tea) into the 

carbonization tool via a thermal furnace. Carbon materials are produced at a starting temperature of 25 

°C and a final temperature of 900 °C, with a heating rate of 600 °C/h achieved through temperature 

elevation over a 3-hour period (Vinsiah & Suharman, 2014). Carbon materials are produced at a starting 

temperature of 25 °C and a final temperature of 900 °C, with a heating rate of 600 °C/h achieved through 

temperature elevation over a 3-hour period (Vinsiah & Suharman, 2014). Later, the carbon is pulverized 

to a powder size using a mortar before the application of laser ablation treatment. The process of laser 

ablation utilized in the production of CDs employs a Q Switch Nd: YAG Q Smart 850 model that 

operates at a frequency of 10 Hz and a wavelength of 1064 nm (Kim et al., 2017). The pulse width 

measures ±6 ns, and the energy output is 60 mJ.  

 

  
 

Figure 1 (a) CDs synthesis by laser ablation method and (b) Luminance of CDs. 
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The weight concentration of carbon is 0.02 g in 6 ml of toluene solvent (CH3). Toluene is a 

transparent liquid that does not dissolve in water and evaporates in open air and water conditions. It has 

moderate, long-term toxicity to aquatic life (Khan et al., 2019). The synthesis process takes between 0 

and 3 hours. The synthesis process involves using laser ablation for 3 hours, as depicted in Figure 1.  

2.2  Characterization Method 

In the second step, we utilize UV-Vis spectrophotometry to determine the absorbance intensity 

and wavelength absorbance of the optical properties. Next, we measure the fluorescence intensity of the 

wavelength peak of the CDs by means of spectrofluorometric, using a 405 nm laser. Furthermore, we 

measured the energy (E) of the CDs samples before and after laser ablation treatment using the following 

equation:  

                                                               


vh
E

.
=   .                                                     (1)  

We determined the energy (hv) based on the wavelengths (λ) of absorption (excitation) and fluorescence 

(emission) using Equation (1). The absorption coefficient (α) can be calculated in cm-1 units as follows: 

d

A.303,2
= ,                                                                         (2) 

where A represents the absorbance value (a.u) and d represents the cuvette diameter (cm). Based on α 

(Equation 2), we determined the value of the transmission spectrum (T):      

%100.10 AT −=  .                                                                     (3) 

Thus, a comparative analysis between T and λ values can be conducted. The surface morphology of CDs 

was characterized using Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), and the CD sample (1 mg/ml) was 

placed into the TEM measurement vessel. Morphological imaging of CDs was conducted at 50 and 20 

nm magnification. 

The following step is the CD coating procedure utilizing polyethylene glycol (PEG400). To dry 

the CD, 2 ml are evaporated and placed in a measuring beaker on a hotplate at 110.6°C. Then, add 1 

mg/ml of Chloroform (CHCl3) and 0.5 mg/ml of PEG400. Dilute once again on the hotplate at 182°C and 

evaporate until the solution is dry on the measuring cup. Lastly, add 10 ml of Aquabides solvent, dilute, 

and leave for 20 minutes (Peng et al., 2020). Figure 2 displays the synthesis and coating steps. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 2 Methods for synthesis and coating of CDs with PEG400 and CHCl3. 

 

The final result was adding 10 ml of PEG400 as a solvent which can increase the spread and 

stability of CDs fluorescence in the blood circulation system of zebrafish animal models (Pal et al., 
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2018). PEG400 is one type of carrier often used in a formulation to increase the solubility of materials 

that are difficult to dissolve. PEG400 liquid is clear, viscous, colorless, or practical, has a weak 

characteristic odor, is slightly hygroscopic, has a high degree of solubility in water, in ethanol (95%) in 

acetone, in other glycols, and aromatic hydrocarbons, practically insoluble in ether and aliphatic 

hydrocarbons. Characterization of optical properties (absorbance and fluorescence) was carried out 

again to determine the change in the peak wavelength of the emission after being coated with PEG400 

and CHCl3 and to calculate the change in transition energy in the shift of the peak wavelength of the 

CDs using Equation (1). 

2.3 Injection Method in Animal Model (Zebrafish) with CDs 

The fifth stage is injecting CDs into animal models (Zebrafish) and observing the fluorescence 

intensity of CDs using Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy (DuMez et al., 2020). Injection method on 

Zebrafish (Gill, Intestinal, Dorsal, Tail) for four fish with the same dose (0.001 cc/ml). Observations 

using a confocal laser microscope to analyze the distribution of CDs fluorescence intensity of each 

Zebrafish in the eye organs. The anatomy of the injection point is shown in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3 Zebrafish anatomy and CDs injection points (Hardianti et al., 2021). 

Image slices or slice locations are recorded at 10x (100 µm) magnification for each focus of the 

observed eye object. The wavelength of the laser source used in CLSM microscopy (425-475) nm 

matches CDs emission wavelength (fluorescence). The critical process that needs to be performed is 

adjusting the emission laser source (405-600) nm of the CLSM tool to produce images with symmetrical 

magnification and focus on producing sharp fluorescence color resolution. The analytical pattern of the 

color distribution of each eye organ image was analyzed using the ImageJ software application 

(https:http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/). Figure 4(a) is the observation setup tool, and Figure 4(b) is the injection 

method. 

 

Figure 4 (a) Set up the CLSM tool and scan the CDs on Zebrafish eyes. (b) Injection method and luminescence 

analysis of CDs with ImageJ software. 
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Figure 5 The method of measuring the area of the intensity of the blue colour CDs eye organs of Zebrafish with 

ImageJ software after going through CLSM observations. 

To produce CDs that emit fluorescence in the fish's eye, open ImageJ software and choose the 

sequence of images obtained from the CLSM image (Figure 5). Slicing the sequence into a square shape 

from 1 to 15 is necessary. Go to the analysis menu to configure the measurement, integrated area 

intensity, and mean gray value. Select a region next to a cell with no blue fluorescent intensity, which 

serves as the background color. The corrected total cell fluorescence intensity calculation method (CTCF 

or Corrected Total Cell Fluorescence) uses the following equation:  

)(BxDACTCF −= .                                                                        (4) 

Component A represents the integrated density of blue pixels, B denotes the selected blue cell area, and 

D measures the mean fluorescence value of the background color in each image slice (Silic & Zhang, 

2021). 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Optical Properties of CDs 

Absorbance, fluorescence, and transmittance were measured before and after coating with 

PEG400 to determine changes in intensity and wavelength. The parameters of laser ablation and CDs 

coating were found to have no significant impact on the physical properties of the CDs. The spectrum 

color black represents the wavelength in the control treatment (CDs prior to undergoing Laser Ablation), 

while the color red indicates CDs treated with laser ablation and blue represents the spectrum of CDs 

coated using PEG400 via the evaporation method while heating. Laser ablation exposure of the CDs for 

3 hours results in decreased transmittance, whereas PEG400 coating leads to increased transmittance.  

Transmittance, fluorescence emission, and CD energy values were used as indicators for CLSM 

detection after treatment with PEG400. CLSM is a tool that employs fluorescence and spatial filtration 

techniques to identify samples. This research employs CDs' fluorescent optical properties coated with 

PEG400 at emission wavelengths as a bio-imaging material. The filter automatically captures the 

emission wavelength based on the filter color (blue, green, yellow, and red). Then, the laser confocal 

microscope's emission wavelength selection is adjusted according to the CDs' emission wavelength. 
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Figure 6 Wavelength spectrum (λ) to (a) absorbance value (a.u), (b) fluorescence intensity (a.u), (c) absorption 

coefficient and (d) CDs transmittance value before and after coating (coating) with PEG400.  

 

 

Figure 7 CDs of blue luminescence before and after coating with PEG400. 
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Figure 6 (a) and 6 (b) display intensity and peak wavelength values of control, absorbance 

(excitation), and fluorescence (emission) of CDs before and after PEG400 coating. Figure 6 (c) and 6 (d) 

present the absorption and transmittance coefficients as well as the luminescence of the blue CDs (Figure 

7). The peak wavelength change before and after PEG400 coating is represented in the absorbance results 

(Figure 7). The results suggest that the toluene (CH3) CD molecules have stronger photon absorption 

intensity in the UV-Vis wavelength range before coating than the PEG400 molecules after coating. 

Changes in intensity values and shifts in wavelength can be observed for fluorescence, absorption 

coefficient, and transmittance. Table 1 displays data on absorbance, fluorescence intensity, absorption 

coefficient, transmittance, and associated values and energies. 

Table 1 Intensity and wavelength of absorbance, fluorescence, transmittance, and energy of CDs. 

Parameter 

Absorbance Fluorescence 
Abs. 

Coef. 
T 

Energy 

Ex. 

Energy

Em. 

Int. 

(a.u) 

Excitation

λ, (nm) 

Int. 

(a.u) 

Emission 

λ, (nm) 
cm-1 (%) (eV) (eV) 

(Control) 0.874 285 2645.94 489 2.01 13.36 4.35 2.54 

(CDs+Laser 

Ablastion) 
1.021 325 64001.7 496 2.35 9.52 3.81 2.50 

(CDs+PEG400) 0.983 260 1689.27 511 2.26 10.39 4.76 2.43 

 

Analyzing the transmission spectrum (T) at the given wavelength (λ) yields the absorption 

coefficient (α) as a wavelength function. Equations (2) and (3) establish the correlation curves between 

wavelength versus absorption coefficient (Figure 6(c)) and wavelength versus transmittance value (%) 

(Figure 6(d)). Emission (fluorescence) from CDs is optimized when photon absorption moves towards 

longer wavelengths or lower energies (Table 1). This phenomenon is a result of the discrepancy in 

electronic states of molecules upon photon irradiation. The discrepancy denotes the peak absorbance 

point due to photon absorption, resulting in a shift to shorter wavelengths or higher energies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8 Mechanism of the CDs energy transition process. 

CDs coated with PEG400 absorb photon energy, which leads to excitation to the LUMO (Lowest 

Unoccupied Molecular Orbital) level. The electrons then return to the ground state (S0) while emitting 

light to the HOMO (Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital) level. Prior to coating, the wavelength of CD 

emission was 496 nm, whereas it changed to 511 nm after coating as demonstrated in Table 1. The 

outcome suggests that PEG400 molecule has a greater absorption range of laser energy (405±10) nm as 

the light source in contrast with the primary solvent, Toluene (CH3). When coated with PEG400, the 

fluorescence intensity of CD was lower (1689.27 a.u) compared to the non-coated state (64001.7 a.u) 

(Figure 6 (b) and Table 1). 

When the CDs return to their ground state (S0), as shown in Figure 8, they emit photons at 

energies of 4.35 eV, 3.81 eV, and 4.76 eV (hv-excitation). However, the emitted photons (hv-emission) 
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have lower energy levels at 2.54 eV, 2.50 eV, and 2.43 eV, as indicated in Table 1. Consequently, the 

CDs' molecules quickly become excited (relaxed) to the lowest vibrational energy level due to energy 

loss (dissipation) of the CDs. The structural differences between CDs in the ground state (S0) and the 

excited state (S1) result in the observed changes. 

The wavelength's peak shift value suggests that laser confocal microscopy designed with 

electromagnetic wave optical instruments can induce photon absorption on CDs, thereby triggering their 

molecular compound activation for bioimaging purposes. According to Phan and Cho (2022), CD's 

luminescence energy for bioimaging applications of 0.5 eV corresponds with a CLSM microscope's 

emission wavelength. The laser ablation method utilized in the production of CDs generates energy with 

values of (2.4, 2.75, and 4.25) eV as reported by Isnaeni et al. (2019). 

3.2 Morphology of CDs 

TEM (Transmission Electron Microscopy) images of CDs at a scale of 50 nm (Figure 9(a)) 

exhibit no significant differences at a scale of 20 nm (as shown in Figure 9 (b)). Evaluation of the 20 

nm scale indicates that the average size of CDs ranges from 4-10 nm in diameter, with a predominantly 

prevalent size distribution of 6 nm at the highest frequency percentage (%). A study utilizing laser 

ablation wavelengths produced consistent results, revealing a minute diameter of 0.22 nm using HR-

TEM (Kaczmarek et al., 2021). The average diameter of CDs' size distribution is less than 50 nm, and 

its small spherical structure is visible only using the magnification scale on TEM, according to He et al. 

(2018).  Based on image processing results using ImageJ software, CDs were examined using TEM to 

determine their nanoparticle morphology, structure, and size, as indicated by Rishi and Narinder (2015). 

Subsequently, ImageJ Software program was used to analyze the size of CDs nanoparticles based on the 

TEM image, as explained by Riyanto (2019).  

 

 

Figure 9 CDs morphology on the TEM measurement scale (a) 50 nm and (b) 20 nm. 

3.3 CDs Luminescence in Zebrafish Eyes 

Image of the Zebrafish eye organ captured in 15 slices with 10 times of magnification (100 µm 

scale), utilizing the CLSM microscope camera's spot at positions x (vertical) and y (horizontal). Figure 

10, 11, 12, and 13 show the observations, and each slice represents a distinct injection point. The fifteen 

image slices are a product of CLSM's laser instrument penetration capacity through the Zebrafish eye 

organ. Identified the distribution of blue dots, which represent the fluorescence of compact discs on each 

horizontally and vertically recorded slice.  
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Figure 10 The blue luminescence image of the eye organ is based on 15 slices at the gill injection point of the 

eye Zebrafish organ. 

 

 

Figure 11 Same as Figure 10 but for the intestinal point of injection. 

 

 

Figure 12 Same as Figure 10 but for the dorsal point injection. 

 

Figure 13 Same as Figure 10 but for the tail point injection.  
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The variation in injection points correlates with differences in CDs fluorescence intensity. This 

intensity is determined by the number of slice images captured by the confocal laser microscope on the 

Zebrafish eye, indicating variability in CDs molecules bound by the fish's blood circulation system. This 

intensity is determined by the number of slice images captured by the confocal laser microscope on the 

Zebrafish eye, indicating variability in CDs molecules bound by the fish's blood circulation system. Blue 

bleeding positions of the eye organ are presented in Figure 10, 11, 12, and 13 based on 15 slices obtained 

from various injection points. Figure 10 is an injection to the gill, Figure 11 is an injection to the 

intestine, Figure 12 is an injection to the dorsal, and Figure 13 is an injection to the tail. 
 

 

Figure 14 Distribution of CDs blue luminescence for combined 15 slices positions based on injection position in 

the eye (a: Gill injection, b: Intestinal injection, c: Dorsal, and d: Tail injection) in Zebrafish. 

The CDs characteristics of each slice exhibited varying intensity levels of blue color (Figure 

14). The luminescence of CDs detected in the Zebrafish eye organs expressed clear and strong intensity 

in comparison to each injection site as shown in Figure 14 (a), (b), (c), and (d). The quantitative 

evaluation of blue intensity of CDs in each of the 15 slices was measured using a pattern of black-pixel 

image and blue-pixel image. Figure 15(a) displays the luminescence intensity of the blue CDs in gill 

injection at 88.15%. The other images reveal the values accumulated sequentially from different 

injection points. Specifically, in Figure 14(b), the intestinal injection showed 91.58%, whereas dorsal 

injection in Figure 15(c) showed 92.76%. The Zebrafish tail injection exhibited a 0% value. This result 

occurred because, at 15 slices, the intensity of the blue fluorescence was not measured in the CLSM. 

The dye injected into the tail circulated through the old blood vessels and reached the eye's ring due to 

the heart located in the abdominal cavity of the Zebrafish. Figure 14 (d) shows that the scanning and 

laser firing method of confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) did not indicate a blue glow for the 

tail injection. 

Figure 15(a), (b), and (c) present a comparison of intensities based on the total fluorescence 

intensity in cells (CTCF) using Equation (4). Each image slice's characteristics reveal a difference in 

blue luminescence intensity of the CDs (refer to Figure 10, 11, 12, and 13). Table 2 outlines the method 
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of summing up the blue CDs luminescence intensity on 15 image slices of the Zebrafish eye organ. Each 

image slice is augmented by adding its CTCF intensity value and then averaged to determine a 

percentage value, based on the pixel density of each image (15 slices). Zebrafish possess a closed 

circulatory system. They have single blood circulation, since blood flows through the heart only once 

during one circulation. The zebrafish heart has an atrium and a chamber, forming two distinct chambers. 

Between the atrium and the ventricle lies a unidirectional valve responsible for blood drainage from the 

atrium to the ventricle (Dal et al., 2020). 

 

Figure 15 Graph of the relationship of 15 slices (image slices) to total fluorescent intensity (CTCF) and 

fluorescent density in zebrafish eye organ cells for gill (a), intestinal (b) and dorsal (b) injection. 

Table 2 Accumulated CDs blue luminescence intensity at the injection point position. 

Injection Point 

Position 

Average intensity (a.u) 
% 

Int.Density CTCF 

Gill 1121410.27 988492.49 88.15 

Intestinal 2612191.00 2392369.64 91.58 

Dorsal 1208238.80 1120706.76 92.76 

Tail 0.00 0.00 0.00 

 

Table 2 illustrates the variations in the CDs molecules that bind to the Zebrafish circulatory 

system and highlights luminescence intensity at each injection point (CTCF). The Gill, Intestinal, 

Dorsal, and Tail regions, when subjected to injection, directly transfer the CDs molecules to the eye 

cavity. This occurrence is due to the heart's location in the abdominal cavity of the Zebrafish (Yuniarto 
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et al., 2017). The CDs-bound blood is pumped from the ventral aorta to the gills. At the location of the 

gill capillaries, the CDs molecules, which are bound by blood, flow towards the dorsal aorta in the eye 

and head regions, and subsequently to the capillaries dispersed throughout the caudal fin portions of the 

body. Finally, the CDs molecules return to the heart region. One notable characteristic of the Zebrafish 

is its transparent body, which can be imaged through bioimaging tomography and magnetic resonance 

imaging techniques (Gedda et al., 2021). Several previous studies have utilized Zebrafish as animal 

models for bio-imaging applications using various materials, including analyzing fluorescence imaging 

with labeling techniques on cancer cells injected into the bodies of Zebrafish (Ignatius & Langenau, 

2009). Technical term abbreviations are explained when first used. Biased language is avoided, and 

formal register is maintained. Grammatical correctness is ensured at all times. In addition, Blackburn et 

al. (2011) observed the fluorescence intensity in adult zebrafish after injecting them with fluorescent 

material, resulting in the luminescence color being visible for each material. Consistent citation and 

footnote formatting are employed throughout the text. 

The difference in value at the injection position shows a qualitative and quantitative comparison 

of CDs luminescence in the eye organs of Zebrafish. The difference occurs based on the nature of the 

CDs molecular compounds that are internalized into the Zebrafish organs after the CDs are coated with 

PEG400. The fluorescence intensity of the CDs shows the difference in the CDs molecules bound by the 

Zebrafish blood circulation system. Moreover, the fluorescence intensity value of CDs determines the 

characteristics of CLSM. CDs are bioimaging materials with energy values and emission wavelengths 

that match the CLSM filter so that fluorescent luminescence in Zebrafish eye organs can be detected 

with different blue intensity values. Some similar studies that use CDs as bioimaging materials with 

zebrafish animal models are the distribution of CDs in Zebrafish embryos and larvae (Kang et al., 2015), 

observation of Zebrafish bones using CD fluorescence (Li et al., 2016) and fluorescence methods on 

CDs for biological labeling in bacteria, tumor cells, tissues, and organelles (Unnikrishnan et al., 2020). 

4. CONCLUSION  

The investigation of Carbon Dots (CDs) as luminescent materials, obtained from natural sources 

like tea, has shown potential for their use in bioimaging. Our study affirms that these CDs exhibit 

suitable energy values and emission wavelengths that align with Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy 

(CLSM) filters. The study reveals that the blue luminescence of compact disks in the ocular tissue of 

zebrafish is detectable through varied levels of blue intensity seen across 15 image slices. Notably, the 

injection site's location was found to affect the intensity of blue luminescence, as reflected in the average 

Corrected Total Cell Fluorescence (CTCF) relative to the pixel density of the 15 slices within the 

zebrafish's eye. This characteristic highlights the practicality of naturally-derived CDs as a fluorescent 

dye for bioimaging applications. This marks a major advancement in non-toxic and biocompatible 

imaging methods. 
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